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FROM THE BOARD

We, at Move The Wheel Foundation would like to
take this wonderful opportunity to thank each and
every one of our contributors who have invested
trust and extended unconditional support to our
activities and vision.

We hope that this wonderful support
continues as together, we make a difference
in the many little children and in the process,
make ours a beautiful world.

Board,
Move The Wheel Foundation.
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At Move The Wheel Foundation, our activities encourage children to attend
school regularly and experience holistic education. They let children explore
multiple intelligences and provide a platform for them to showcase their
talents.

PROBLEM

IMPACT OF
THE
PROBLEM

Lack of opportunities during school time for
children to grow well, explore multiple
intelligences and to acquire traits and skills
required for a successful adulthood

Many children hailing from backgrounds with
monotonous routines have low levels of
academic achievements, less opportunities to
explore multiple intelligences and a
comparatively low self-esteem.
Their dreams, potentials and talents are
unexplored and thus wasted for lack of proper
guidance, facilities and opportunities during
their schooling.

VISION

Children growing up to be Happy, Healthy,
Responsible and Resourceful citizens, capable
of uplifting their surroundings

MISSION

·

Giving childhood a chance by making
school time fun and enriching (School
in Smiles)

·

Building pro-academic skills and
learning capabilities (Pro-Literacy)

·

Creating opportunities for developing
the right attitude, practicing social
skills, exploring multiple intelligences
and honing talents (Life Skills)

·

Appreciating and rewarding efforts,
dedication and achievements (Awards
and Recognitions)

PROGRAMS and PROJECTS IN 2017-18
Programs
School in
Smiles

Projects

Objective

1. Theme Based
Activities and
Competitions

Context based awareness driven
by Worksheets / digital media /
Activities

2. Celebrations,
Events and
Treats

Contributor sponsored snacks /
lunches, special events and
participations

3. Health and
Nutrition

Providing nutrition supplements to
children
- Providing vegetables / healthy
snacks to children in schools
- Providing milk and eggs to
children in Orphanage

Pro-Literac
y

Life Skills

4. Curriculum
Support

Lesson based worksheets driven
by Govt teachers

5. Science
Experiments

Lesson based experiments for
higher classes

6. Focus Group
for Class 10
students

Guidance on how to learn, tackle
exams and future opportunities

7. We Matter

Solution based thought process
that builds a sense of self-worth
and imbibes the attitude of a
positive change

8. School Wall Art

Engaging school kids and kids
from the community to paint art
works on the school walls

9. Library

English reading practice, writing
practice and worksheet based
activities to improve English for
Govt school children

10. Clean and
Green

Presentations and Activities that
will sensitize children to keep their
surroundings clean, green and eco
friendly

11. Theatre

Building Communication skills and
awareness of Social issues

12. Theatre Club

Giving talented children more
learning and presentation
opportunities in the field of
theatre

13. Folk Dance

Building music sense, body
coordination and connecting the
kids to the local culture through
dance

Awards
and
Appreciati
ons

14. Folk Dance
Club

Giving talented children more
learning and presentation
opportunities in the field of folk
dance

15. Arts and Crafts

Improving attention span, building
fine motor skills, encouraging
creativity and a sense of color

16. Arts Club

Giving talented children more
learning and presentation
opportunities in the field of arts

17. Games and
Sports

Building fitness, team spirit and
sportsmanship

18. For Academic
Excellence

Recognizing achievements and
encouraging working towards a
goal

19. For Beyond
Academics
Excellence

Appreciating talent, drive and
passion

SCHOOL IN SMILES:
Giving childhood a chance by making school time fun and enriching
01. Theme Based Activities and Competitions
Theme based activities shed light on current affairs, stories of
hope, inspirational stories and important events going on around
the world. Children are shown the power of possibilities. They are
encouraged to develop a “Solution oriented perspective” as
opposed to “Beggar Mentality”
02. Celebrations, Events and Treats
Since many children in the school hail from alcoholic, abusive
backgrounds, hey do not have many opportunities to enjoy the
simple pleasures of childhood – to giggle and to have fun. These
activities bring a smile to these children by inviting the community
to share their special days or their time or talent at the school.
03. Health and Nutrition
Having a nutritious food is one of the most important parts of
childhood, allowing the child to grow into strong adults. Health
and Nutrition helps by sponsoring vegetables and healthy snacks
to the children of the school and Milk and Eggs to help
supplement the daily nutrient intake in an orphanage.
PRO-LITERACY:
Building pro-academic skills and learning capabilities
04. Curriculum Support
Equalizing every child’s chances in life in today’s world requires
the child to be equipped with the skills necessary for them to be
confident learners. Curriculum support uses fun and attractive
worksheets to help learn lesson based concepts.
05. Science Experiments for higher classes
Passionate people, who are fluent in science Volunteer to make
Science lessons more interesting by bringing in materials and
conducting the experiments.

06. Focus Group for Class 10 students
Guidance on how to learn, tackle exams and future opportunities.
LIFE SKILLS:
Creating opportunities for developing the right attitude, practicing social
skills, exploring multiple intelligences and honing talents
07. We Matter
The WE MATTER Campaign encourages a thought process that
gets everyone to realize that their contribution, their
resourcefulness, their time and their efforts matter in the overall
upliftment and progress of a society and a nation.
08. School Wall Art
A school’s physical environment has a powerful
psycho-physiological impact on its students. A well-thought of
design can uplift the energy in the walk between classes. When
dealing with color in any environment we are always creating an
atmosphere. Here, in the school, this is an atmosphere of joy,
hope, vibrancy and scope of possibilities.
09. Library
Library focusses on building English vocabulary, comprehension
and listening skills in the children. By reading out fun stories
accompanied by simple worksheets, the project a helps the
children pick up a habit of reading in a fun and an engaging way.
Worksheets are also used to help children practice writing in
English, visualize concepts and express their thoughts on paper.
10. Clean and Green
This is an era of urgent compulsion to preserve the glorious purity
and beauty of Nature for our children. We believe that no
progress is progress if it hurts the people or if it heats up our
planet. It becomes very much necessary to educate the kids about
all the things that are going wrong, in the hope that they can
pioneer change and live in a healthier world

Presentations and Activities are conducted that will sensitize
children to keep their surroundings clean, green and eco friendly
11. Theatre
Theatre is a way that we learn about Expression — a basic human
need. It influences the way we think and feel about our own lives
and encourages us to take a look at ourselves, our surroundings,
our values and our behavior. Theatre also affords a chance at
childhood, to explore, wonder and to just smile and have fun.
12. Theatre Club
Conducting workshops and giving select children more learning
and presentation opportunities in the field of theatre
13. Folk Dance
Dance allows kids to discover, explore and develop their natural
instincts for movement, enabling students of dance to develop
not only their motor skills but also their mental and emotional
personalities. Folk dance helps children establish a strong
connection to the local culture and customs.
14. Folk Dance Club
Conducting workshops and giving select children more learning
and presentation opportunities in the field of folk dance
15. Arts and Crafts
The Arts and Crafts Project serves a dual purpose of helping out
with developing gross and fine motor skills, focus and improving
attention span while affording a chance to connect to our culture.
Arts and Crafts Program also helps with improving analytical and
lateral thinking skills, which are important precursors of
resourcefulness. Besides making school time fun and colorful, the
Arts and Crafts Program is especially helpful for slow learning
children and children with attention challenges.
16. Arts Club
Conducting workshops and giving select children more learning
and presentation opportunities in the field of arts
17. Games and Sports

Games and sports provide metaphor and analogy to life and life
situations, Games and Sports Project enable children to discover
themselves and their role in the society. Team work, fitness and
communications are taught using sports based activities; they
enable children to play, learn, be aware and change.
AWARDS and RECOGNITIONS:
Appreciating and rewarding efforts, dedication and achievements
18. For Academic Excellence
Cash Grants / Certificates for Academic Excellence are awarded
to recognize and reward academic achievements. This inspires
children to aim and work towards a goal
19. For Non-Academic Excellence
Cash grants / Certificates / prizes for Non-Academic Excellence
rewards children who have explored multiple intelligences, who
have shown interest, dedication and drive to learn something that
they were not mandated to learn. These grants honor their
passion and their ability to pursue it despite the many odds that
they face.

2017-18, A Visual Tour

Archana from Concern India Foundation anchored the event and helped
distribute the year's worksheet bundle back to the children! The worksheets
that the children solved for the whole year were sorted and tied child-wise. This
bundle was handed back to them. They were amazed at how much work they
had done! We hope that they have shown them proudly to their family
members!

Annual Day Celebrations at Govt Primary School, Nanakramguda

MTWF and CAMS were invited by Ambedkar Open University to perform on the
stage of their brand new auditorium on the occasion of Ambedkar Jayanthi.
This group of children who performed are extremely talented and seem to have
a bright future in preserving and propagating the wonderful art of the Theatre!

International Day of Yoga was celebrated with fervour and enthusiasm from all
the children, teachers and the Volunteers

Welcome back to School Pastry Treat. The Pastry treat that was sponsored by a
patron brought joy and giggles in the children.

Cash Grants for Academic Excellence. Patrons supported Cash Grants for top 3
scorers of Apr 2017 Class X examinations. The girl who scored the highest was
awarded Rs. 5000, followed by Rs. 3000 and then Rs. 2000 Thank you patrons for
sponsoring the prizes! The Certificates were given away in front of the current
Class X students, who wrote messages of best wishes and in the midst of all the
Staff members.

End of Summer Talent Show. We conducted our very first fund raiser through
the "End of Summer Talent Show 2017" We invited the children of Hill Ridge
Springs to practice and present their talents on stage. The children of Govt
schools also came in and presented a Skit, a Rajasthani Folk Dance and some
paintings. These paintings were put on auction as part of Fund Raising.

Art for Sale! MTW Arts club is an endeavour to use art as a medium to impart
education and life skills to the children. These wonderful art pieces are made
by children of Class 5 to 8 in the schools under the guidance of Mr.
Parameshwar S as a part of the Arts & Crafts Project. These are the Madhubani
Art Series. The art pieces are A4 size canvas, Acrylics and are framed. Five art
pieces are currently available. As the quality is good we are trying to sell them
to a wider audience so that we can use the sale proceeds to support the
various activities of the Foundation.

Making of Newspaper Covers. In our second session, our Clean & Green
Initiative took a beautiful turn today with our Ambassador Mrs. Padmaja
volunteering and helping make 49 Newspaper Covers!In the first session, we
had given a presentation to the children about Segregation, Recycling &
Composting

Bonalu Treat. The Staff members who came out and helped in serving and
lining up the kids during the Lunch time!

Prof. Shankara Narayanan from SoulAce, visited our schools and got to know
how we work and what we do. We are grateful that someone of his stature came
in to understand and listen to our passion and vision.

Independence Day Celebrations. Independence Day was celebrated with fervor
and patriotism in all the schools. Thanks to the donors for sponsoring biscuits
& sweets for the children of Gowlidoddi school.

September kicked off Teacher's Day Celebrations in our schools. Kids got
together and made beautiful trees with their names on the leaves as a gesture
of thanks to their teachers.

We participated in our FIRST EVER State level Children's Festival.. ! We would
like to thank all the children who fought odds and challenges to participate in
the show. Their dedication and commitment is truly inspiring. We also thank MR.
PRAMOD KUMAR for coaching the kids and honing their talent, which would
have otherwise gone untapped. We thank DR. ALTAF HUSSAIN of CAMS for
reaching out to us and encouraging us to walk that extra mile by giving us the
opportunity to participate in the esteemed event. We believe this is an excellent
stage for children to explore a career in the wonderful field of Theatre and to
also for their talent to be recognized. Hoping for more representations!

The children who participated in the Telangana State Children's Theatre
Festival were handed over their certificates in front of the whole school today.
The teachers and the HMs were all present and spoke in admiration of the
dedication and hard work of the children. We hope many more children feel
inspired and represent the school, the state and the nation!

Lunch Treat at Special Care School. Our We Matter Campaign this time has
been the most interesting so far. Children from Class 8 learned a Folk Dance to
perform at the Special Care School. The school takes care of children with any
kind of physical/mental special needs. This is run by a warm, dedicated and
wonderful set of teachers and staff who are specially trained in Special needs.
The children from the school also prepared a small skit and a dance for us! The
HM of the school hopes for people to come forward and adopt the children in
the school so they get access to all the prescribed therapies.

Diwali Giveaway! The children of Future Kids School ushered Diwali with shining
eyes and dazzling smiles! Thank you FKS for sharing the joy and taking the time
to spend with the children! It was wonderful to see the way the kids spent time
with each other!

Children's Day Celebrations were kicked off with a beautiful Guitar performance
by Mr. Rakesh. He volunteered to perform for the children. At first, we were
skeptical. We didn't know if the kids of the Govt school were exposed to guitar
or would even appreciate a performance. But we were so surprised with such a
warm welcome! Kids clapped, giggled and showed true appreciation. They
came on stage and sang songs for which they requested Mr. Rakesh to play for
them! We thank our stars for that chance encounter with Mr. Vinay Kumar, who
introduced us to today's performer Mr. Rakesh!

Mr. Madhu Reddy held the class of Standard IX in awe and rapt attention with
his stories of Birds. He talked about what they do, their role in the eco system
and how we need to help them. The kids (and us too!) were mesmerized to see
all the beautiful pics of the birds taht he had taken from across the world and
from his own backyard. It was an eye opening talk about how to observe the
birds and see what they do from their features. We learned how beautifully they
play their part in the environment, from the humble crow to the beautiful
flamingos.

Move The Wheel Foundation (MTWF) and Centre for Arts Media and Social
Work (CAMS) conducted a 4 Day intensive Workshop in ARTS IN THEATRE. The
workshop is the first of its kind for MTWF. 35 bright kids, who are talented in the
field of Theatre across 4 schools were handpicked and were a part of an
intensive workshop that was led by Mr. Rahamthulla Raham, PHd in Theatre
Arts. Kids learned Origami, played games and used those art pieces in small
improv situations. The art workshop culminated with a presentation in front of
the school during Children's Day celebrations.

We need funds to support our wonderful staff. Also, we thought this was a good
opportunity for the Foundation to start looking out for ways to self-sustain.
Hence we are trying to sell / auction out these art pieces that are made by the

Arts Club children, guided by our Arts Coach Mr. Parameshwar Salendra In
case more than one person likes the same painting, or if anyone likes a
painting that is already marked sold, we can always request our Sir and the
Arts Club children to make another one with the same design just for you!

MTWF hosted a Dignity Drive for the Govt High School girls. We sincerely thank
Renee Grace for leading the drive. Her effortless demeanor and her graceful
approach made the topic so easy to converse for the girls. She also spoke
about nutrition, superstitious beliefs surrounding periods and how to take care
of oneself during those days.

MTW sponsored Samosas and Chai as a part of the Winter Treat...! The kids had
fun and loved sipping chai and chatting!

We thank Rajalakshmi-garu for sponsoring the Rava Kesari Treat on the
occasion of her son and grand daughter’s birthday. The sponsorship was just
in time to lighten up the Sankranthi celebrations going on in all the schools!
The kids had a surprise sweet served during their lunch time.We also
conducted a Rangoli competition on this occasion. The school was filled with
colors and as a testament of the incredible talent of the children. We were all
surprised to see the boys too come forward to make their rangoli. This was
followed by a Gobbemma Dance in the school. Special shout out to Sunanda
Reddy for involving the boys too in the gobbemma dance! They looked
absolutely adorable! Talk about gender-equality!

We have been dreaming of this for a long time! Career Discussions! As a part of
Class X Focus Group Activities last month, we had conducted a survey and has
asked what would be some careers that the children of Class 9 and 10 would be
interested in pursuing. Of the many careers they had written, POLICE was one
of them. So, we invited Mr. Nadeem, Senior SI of Raidurgam Police Station to
come to the school and interact with the kids. He came at around 12.30 and
engaged the class for about 40 magical minutes! The kids were asked to read
well, eat well, grow tall, refrain from getting into or assisting crimes and learn
tables till 20 well...!! This was followed by a short question answer session where
kids asked many questions like about the timings for a Police officer, hierarchy,

what to study to become a Policeman and more, for which Mr. Nadeem gave
wonderfully inspiring answers!

Annual Days were celebrated in schools. The fun filled cultural event was a
sight to behold! We are very happy and proud to see the children and the
school staff members getting excited and participating with such enthusiasm!

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Total Contributions Received

Rs. 16,42,604

Total Amount Spent

Rs. 11,26,720

CONCLUSION

Here’s hoping for lots more giggles and love being spread in the coming years!

